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1: Block calving herds: Benchmarking fertility in a block 

calving herd 

In a block calving herd, it may be sensible to change some of the parameters used to assess fertility 

performance. In particular, parameters that measure the time taken to serve cows after calving are 

less relevant when there may be a delay due to non-service periods. 

The herd shown below has changed from all round to block autumn calving. A non-service period 

was introduced from 1st July 2016 to 24th October 2016. While previously the aim was to serve cows 

from 42 days after calving, the non-service period means any cow calving in July-September also has 

to wait until 25th October. For a cow calving on 1st July this would mean no service until 25th October, 

so a minimum calving to 1st service interval of 86 days.  

This will clearly affect three key parameters that rely on measuring the time between calving and 

service/conception, namely the % cows served by 80 days, the % cows pregnant by 100 days and the 

calving to 1st service interval. In the KPI report below you can see the % served by Day 80 is well 

below target, even though the conception rate and heat detection of returns and other parameters 

are in the top 25% nationally. 

 

How soon are cows served after the end of the non-service period? 
If using a non-service period, the emphasis needs to change to the % cows that are served “at the 

first available opportunity” after calving. This “Start of Breeding (SoB) Period” is when the non-

service period ends. After that date any cow that is over 42 days calved (or whatever value is defined 

as the minimum days calving to 1st service) should be served at the next available oestrus, so a 

maximum of 21 days.  

Registering the non-service period and changing the parameters highlighted below gives a much 

clearer picture of the current fertility performance of this herd. As the cows that calved early in the 
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non-service period were only expected to be served at the start of the breeding period (25/10/16) 

we can see that the performance in this herd is outstanding: 

 

 Has the move to block calving improved the overall fertility? 
If you then click on a parameter to show the trend over time you can compare this winter’s 

performance against the previous year. In the example below the % cows served within 24 days of 

the start of the breeding period has risen from around 44% in the winter of 2015/16 to the current 

60% in the same period of 2016/17. 

 

How to change the KPIs and introduce a non-service period 
This is a three-step process to register a non-service period and adjust the KPIs displayed. Both are 

via the Data>>Herd details command. Make sure that the herd that is selected (highlighted yellow) is 

the herd that you want to define as block calving. 

1. Changing the KPIs displayed in the KPI Report: 

In the KPI options tab in the lower split of the screen, select the Fertility ytab to display all 

the available KPI parameters relating to fertility. 

 

The “Visible” tick box determines which will be displayed in the Fertility tab of the KPI 

report, while the “Favourites” tick box determines which also appear in the Favourites tab 

which is the one displayed when you open the command. 

 

In the example below all the fertility parameters are set to visible but the “% served 80 days 



after calving”, “% confirmed pregnant by 100 days after calving” and the “Calving – 1st 

service interval” are all unticked in the Favourites so will not appear on the opening page. 

The parameters relating to the use of the start of breeding (SoB) period are included in the 

Favourites page: 

 
 

2. Setting the Non-service period: To set the Non-service period select the Management policy 

tab and within that the Reproduction tab. In the tab is a grid to record the start and end 

dates of non-service periods. Note also the Minimum days calving to first service which, in 

the absence of non-service periods, is the usual minimum calving to first service interval. 

 
 

3. Profiling the herd: When the values are changed in the non-service periods or minimum days 

to first service, the program needs to re-profile the current data to take account of these 

changes. To do this go to File>>Lactation analysis and profile. During profiling, InterHerd+ 

will always use the current settings in the Management policy so these new parameters will 

be used automatically in future profiles following the addition of new data. 

 


